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(Nicki Minaj)
i pull up in the monsta 
automobile gansta
with a bad bitch that came from Sri Lanka
yeah I'm in that tonka
color of willy wonka
you could be the king but watch th Queen Conqua
Okay
First things first I'll eat Your brain
then Ima start rocken gold teeth and fangs
cauze thats what a mutha-fucken monsta do
hairdresser from Milan thats a monsta do
monsta Giuseppe heel thats a monsta shoe
Young money is the rasta and the monster crew
and I'm all up all up all up in the bank with the funny
face
and if I'm fake
I don't notice cauze my money aint
so let me get this straight
wait im the rookie but my features and my shows 10
times your pay
50k for a verse no albue out!
yeah my moneys so tall that my barbies gotta climb it

hotter than the middle eastern climate
FIND IT!
Tony matterhorn dutty wine it, wine it
nicki on a pit while i sign it
how these niggas so one track minded
but really really i dont give a F.U.C.K.
forget barbie fuck Nicki she's fake
she on a diet but my pockets eatting cheese cake
and I'll say bride of Chucky is child's play
just killed another career its a mild day
besides ye'
they cant stand besides me
I think me you,and you should have a minaj friday
PI-PI-PI-PINK WIG THICK ASS
GIVEM WHIP LASH
I-I-I-I THINK BIG GET CASH
MAKEM BLINK FAST
N-N-N-NOW LOOK AT WHAT YOU JUST SAW
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THIS IS WHAT YOU LIVE FOR
AHHHHHHHH!!!!
IM A MUTHA-FUCKEN MONSTA!!!!
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